
Engineering geological study of rockfall phenomena and instability analysis in 
Proussos Dipotama site, Central Greece, using terrestrial LIDAR and UAV platforms

Abstract: The research area is located in the district of Dipotama – Prousso, Evritania on a limestone slope, where

several rockfalls have occurred (Karantanellis, 2019). The slope’s elevation is around 90m, the slide is approximately

70ο steep and facing north-east (NE). It is about a characteristic area that has presented multiple rockfalls in the last

decade, with the most recent and catastrophic rockfall occurring five years ago (February 2015). The predominant

geological formation in the area is the Pindos limestone, with marl alternations forming angular blocks, dipping at

approximately 82o. The limestones are thin bedded and slightly weathered. The area is also affected by thrust fault
zones, dipping at a low dip angle (30o), with the same dip direction as the slope,

Discussion – Conclusions

Two geological units were classified regarding the engineering geological conditions.

In the current case, the rock mass behaves anisotropically and more specifically there are flexural

topplings with joints (J2). As for the rockfalls’ failure mechanism, it is the planar sliding along the fault

zones. The failure mechanism is triggered, because these zones have poor mechanical characteristics

and planar slide is geometrically favored, due to the structure of the formations in the slope.

The change detection based on 3D point cloud analysis (James, 2017) between March 2018 and
November 2019, was performed along the slope in order to detect the prominent recent hazardous zones.

Methodology: In the current case, in order to determine the failure mechanism, we used point clouds from

terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) and UAV. The field work incorporated geotechnical rock mass classification with the

GSI system (Marinos, 2010; Farmakis et al., 2019) along the whole slope and measurements considering the

geometry and strength of the principle structural elements of the slope. Through data evaluation, results indicated all

the orientation elements of the discontinuity systems and the assessment of future possible discontinuities. The

available data for that research, were compiled from four consecutive UAV flights (April 2017, March 2018, May
2019 and November 2019) and a scan TLS (November 2019).
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Change Detection (March 2018 (left pic.) - November 2020 (right pic)): Areas with green & yellow color: material

gain ~ 1 to 2 m. Areas with blue & purple color: material loss ~ 2 to 5 m.
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Folded - highly disturbed thin bedded limestone, with claystone

or siltstone or chert alternations, with angular blocks formed

by many intersecting discontinuity sets. Loose and open

structure.
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The formations have dip

angle 82ο and are folded. The

folding is changing on the

fault zone, where the fault

scarp is appeared. It is about

a reverse fault, with low dip

angle (30ο), it has the same

dip direction with the slope

and the material is fractured

on the fault zones.
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